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A Message from Kelly Lendsay, President & CEO
“Too many face multiple barriers and too
many are not reaching their full potential.
Why do we wait?” I heard Chief Roy Mussell raise this question more than once.
It was a classic demonstration of Roy’s
approach to Aboriginal issues: direct,
simple and profound. In Roy’s thinking
– and no one thought as expansively
about the prospects of Aboriginal youth
as Roy – efforts to intervene should not
begin at a crisis point, they should begin
years earlier.
“Everything we do is about human
resources,” Roy said frequently. While
others talked education, economics, employment, self-government, Roy talked
about people. “What are the aspirations
of our people? How do we organize ourselves so that we can use our resources
to achieve these aims?” Here, as in so
many areas, he was far ahead of his time.
I came to know Roy in 1999 after he
joined our council as the director selected by council champion, Assembly of
First Nations Grand Chief Phil Fontaine.
Roy was a powerful example of what
the social scientist Robert Putnam has
called “sociological superglue” – one
of those people who, everywhere they
go, leave powerful social connections in
their wake. Roy was a builder of strong
networks among Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people across North America.
I believe it was Roy’s passion to connect
that sparked his roaring belief in the power of partnerships. “All we need to do
is to get a group of people to talk about
issues and opportunities and things will
happen.” Roy believed that the foundation for everything was based on human
relationships. How can we be good
partners? By learning to get along with
each other. How can we get along with
each other? By learning to care. “When
partners care,” he said, “a partnership
grows.”
Roy was equally passionate about the
practical aspects of making relationships
and partnerships work. I recall his excitement one day as we discussed a new
tool to accelerate literacy using e-based
learning models. Roy believed every
child has a right to learn, not just a right
to an education. He felt strongly that,
due to a lack of testing, we were failing
the kids and waiting too long while the
problems continued to grow. He said that
from the start, we need to ensure they
have the full support they need: whether
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Why Roy Mattered

literacy training, tutoring, peer counseling, parenting -- whatever they require
to keep ahead. And with these thoughts
in mind, Roy piloted the ﬁrst e-literacy
partnership project in Canada.
Roy had a rare gift for bringing people
with different agendas to whole-hearted
consensus. He was a great listener. He
acknowledged other peoples point of
view, and had enormous respect for the
unique traditions and experiences underlying different perspectives. Roy was
never as persuasive as when he outlined
areas of common interest and focused
peoples’ attention on them.
Roy was one of his generation’s greatest
pioneers in human resource development – Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
alike -- and it will be years before we will
be able to determine the full scope of
his contribution or the full acuity of his
vision.
This is why, with the passing of Roy Mussell, it becomes even more important to
follow the path that he carved for us. To
this end, I am proud to announce The
Roy Mussell Annual Dialogue, which AHRDCC is initiating as an ongoing memorial to Roy.
The dialogue can take many shapes:
in any given year it may take place in
a boardroom, a web-based videoconference, a bound volume, or all of the
above. The dialogue will engage private
and public partners in the ongoing conversation that Roy roused everywhere he
went, about the means of awakening the
huge potential of Aboriginal communities
and Aboriginal youth.
Yet what is important about The Roy
Mussell Annual Dialogue is not what media we use, or what issues we discuss,
or even exactly who joins in the dialogue
– so much as that the dialogue continues
Roy’s quest: his passionate desire to
forge new solutions through dialogue,
partnerships and caring for each other as
human beings.
Above all, he was a remarkably selﬂess
man. Recently his wife Maryanne said
to me: “After all of his endeavors and
impact, Roy simply wanted to be remembered as a ‘good guy.’”
My friend Roy was such a good guy and
he continues to be a source of ongoing
inspiration.

Development Council of Canada

Where Police & Aboriginal Youth Walk the Same Path
The Mkwa Opportunity Circle
For many Aboriginal people, it might be
hard to imagine a future free from the
shackles of the past – free from the pain
of poverty, free from marginalization. Yet
that is exactly what the Greater Sudbury
police service’s Mkwa Opportunity Circle
program hopes to accomplish. It’s a tall
task, given the history of Aboriginal relations in Canada.
“It’s been said that history must teach us
something, otherwise, it is not a history
worth talking about,” says Ian Davidson, chief of the Greater Sudbury police
service. “As police, we cannot change
history, nor should we shy away from the
reality of the circumstances we face. But
we have an incredible opportunity – if not
an obligation – to build an environment
of tolerance and racial harmony.”
Building tolerance is a key concept behind the Mkwa Opportunity Circle, a program conceived during a Greater Sudbury Police Service meeting. “We were
brainstorming, looking for ways to do
more to mitigate the circumstances that
Aboriginal people face,” says Davidson.
“We knew that, historically, there are trust
issues with Aboriginal people across the
country and, as police, we experience
the outcomes of that mistrust.”
Out of that meeting, Davidson and his
police ofﬁcers initiated a bold, innovative mentoring program that has not only
changed the way that Aboriginal youth
view the police but has also changed the
ofﬁcers themselves. “We wanted to expose the kids to the police and it ended
up with the police exposed to the kids,”
he says.
A ﬁrst of its kind in Canada, the Mkwa
Opportunity Circle program is already
garnering accolades from ofﬁcers,
Aboriginal students and community partners alike. These ofﬁcers are learning,
ﬁrst hand, the challenges faced by young
Aboriginal people. In return, the students
develop a new understanding of the police role in society and begin to see them
as real people, who wear a uniform.
“Many Aboriginal youth don’t have role
models so we’ve created a pathway for
them to see the police differently,” explains Davidson. “We also let them know
its okay to be Aboriginal and help them
understand the beautiful parts of their
history,” he says.

Today, the Mkwa Opportunity Circle has
evolved into a three-part program that
includes time spent in the local police
station, job shadowing, ride-a-longs in a
police cruiser and cultural teachings that
both ofﬁcers and students attend. The
ﬁnal phase of the program is a grade 12
interdisciplinary course of study, fully
accredited by the Ontario Ministry of
Education.
Prior to being selected for this interdisciplinary course, each student is exposed
to tests similar to those given to police
applicants. Based on these tests, individualized programs are then created for
each student. Over the past year, a curriculum writing team worked to develop
the courses of study, which include social
sciences, current Aboriginal issues in
Canada, understanding Canadian law,
healthy active living and communications
technology.
Another important component of the
program is summer employment in
related ﬁelds. As Davidson notes, “employment opportunities and exposure to
a variety of work environments will be
invaluable to the students and critical to
our long-term social goals.”
The Mkwa Opportunity Circle concludes
with a celebration feast that offers time to
share feelings, lessons learned and personal reﬂections – an event that moves
many tough cops and kids to tears. By
pairing constables one-on-one with Aboriginal youths, strong bonds have been
forged and, in some cases, lives have
been changed. In many incidences, the
students arrived as participants but left
as friends.
“If the police profession is to build trust
and understanding where it previously
did not exist, we must be willing to walk
a path together,” notes Davidson. “Basically, we have two impenetrable cultures
– Aboriginal people and police – so the
only way is to walk that path together.”
To date, approximately 150 students
have participated in the Mkwa Opportunity Circle. Over the past two years,
various community and educational
partners have also joined the circle to
support, endorse and fund its mentorship
program. “It’s not a short term ﬁx but
it could grow exponentially to produce
long-term effects,” says Davidson.

Chief Ian Davidson of the Greater Sudbury
police service with Daniela Homer, of the Mkwa
Opportunity Circle

“If the police profession
is to build trust and
understanding where it
previously did not exist,
we must be willing to walk
a path together.”
The rate of incarceration in federal
and provincial jails in 1995-96
was at least ﬁve times greater for
Aboriginal than for non-Aboriginal
offenders (Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples).
Aboriginal suicide rates are
more than double the broader
population (Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples).
Only 30 per cent of the Aboriginal
youth between 18 and 20 have
graduated from high school
compared with 63 per cent of all
Canadians (Public Health Canada).
One third of homeless youth
in Canada’s major cities are
Aboriginal (Public Health Agency
of Canada).

continued on page 10
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The FBC’s governance model became the ﬁrst of its kind in Canada and has served as
an example for other organizations throughout the province as well as nationally and
internationally. The FBC is also a council which believes that sufﬁcient goodwill exists
between First Nations, federal, provincial and local governments to facilitate decision-making where every participant is an equal – a value system that is often directly
attributed to Mussell.
“As a national and international advocate for a balanced, sustainable and shared
world, Roy Mussell brought a deep respect for the natural world together with his
own innate integrity, informing everything he did and inspiring everyone he met,”
says Campagnolo.
David Marshall, executive director of the FBC, recalls working with Mussell for more
than 13 years, often marvelling at his passion and commitment to sustainability. “He
never ceased to amaze me with his vision and innovative ideas with respect to creating a more sustainable future for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people,” says
Marshall.
During Mussell’s courageous and difﬁcult battle with cancer, Ruth Madsen, the provincial environmental representative on the FBC, sought to have him awarded the Order
of British Columbia. Her efforts, which culminated in dozens of letters of support,
came to an abrupt end when Mussell passed away.
In tribute to him, the Aboriginal Human Resource Development Council of Canada
(AHRDCC) has initiated The Roy Mussell Annual Dialogue, saluting Roy’s unique gift
of bringing into partnership those with a capacity to facilitate positive change. Similarly the Fraser Basin Council also accepts donations to the Roy Mussell Fund for
Aboriginal Youth.
Indeed, it was Mussell’s family-centered approach that won so many advocates. Dan
George, a former member of the AHRDCC board of directors, was impressed with
Mussell’s ability to “deal with people in the context of community and family.” “From
the beginning, Roy always talked like that...we couldn’t only look at employment and
training...Roy had us looking at issues of poverty and homelessness,” says George. “If
we just give someone skills in employment, we will have failed if we don’t look at their
relationships with that person’s family and community,” he adds. “As an inﬂuence on
others, Mussell often had a profound impact. He led by example, with honour and an
unerring moral compass. He’s going to be remembered as a leader, as a chief, as an
innovator, as a strategist...I think he’d want to be remembered in his greatest of roles:
husband, father, son, uncle, brother,” says George. “His family was very important to
him and gave him the strength of purpose during his last days on this earth.”
Mussell is survived by his “soul mate,” Maryanne, and his daughters Lara, Tana, Elyse
and Madison.

THE ANNUAL ROY MUSSELL DIALOGUE
As a tribute to a great innovator and in
the spirit of continuing his rich legacy,
the Aboriginal Human Resource Development Council of Canada announces
the Annual Roy Mussell Dialogue:
a national, ongoing conversation
designed to discover and expand the
pathways into Aboriginal inclusion.
What is all-important about the dialogue is not its format but its inclusive
spirit: every year, a proliﬁc human

circle welcomes and respects everyone, and invites them to contribute a
spectrum of divergent views on ways
to advance social and human goals of
First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples.

“He had quite a debate with
the government over the issue,
how do we measure success?
They saw success in the
number of people who went
through a program. But Roy
regarded success as a change in
someone’s life. That was another
example how he led. We got on
Roy’s shoulders and he carried us
across.”
Dan George, (Past) Director,
AHRDCC Board of Directors
“I worked with Roy for over 13
years and always marveled at
his passion and commitment to
sustainability. He never ceased
to amaze me with his vision
and innovative ideas for a more
sustainable future for both
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
people throughout the Fraser
Basin.”
David Marshall, Executive
Director, Fraser Basin Council
Once, in front of a large and
august group of Aboriginal
leaders, Roy nominated me for
Chair. I was an ex-ofﬁcio member
at the time! I never would have
considered myself as a potential
Chair of any group. But this was
Roy’s way: he would shove you
into the limelight because he
concluded that you were up for
the task. At the time, I respectfully
declined the nomination but was
privately thrilled. Later, Roy’s vote
of conﬁdence stayed with me
and I soldiered on to sit as Chair
on a variety of committees and
boards.
Anne Noonan, Co-Chair, AHRDCC
Board of Directors

The dialogue will be successful to the
degree that it represents not a tribute
but a continuation, not a reminder of
Roy’s rich contributions but an ongoing process of embodying and recreating them.
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A Walk on the Wild Side:
Brenda Ganter and Land-Use Camps
When Brenda Ganter looked at the boxes
her mother, Bertha, a Chipewyan elder
and environmental consultant, had left
her, she struggled with what to do with
them. Inside the boxes was her mother’s
lifetime commitment to the land – ﬁles
full of knowledge, history and concern.
“In essence, my mother left me a map,”
says Ganter, who lives in the small Alberta community of Fort McKay, located
near Fort McMurray and about 500 kilometres north of Edmonton. “She passed
away two years ago and, at ﬁrst, I didn’t
know what to do with her work...do I
pack it up and give it away?”
Brenda Ganter, organizer of land-use camps and
the “walkabouts” in which elders show corporate
reclamation ofﬁcers how they make use of lands
to be transformed by oilsand extraction

Every year Ganter’s
land-use camps bring
together local elders and
the reclamation ofﬁcers
of major oil extraction
companies to discuss what
relationships need to be
maintained for traditional
uses of the ﬂora and fauna
of the region.

Bertha Ganter’s work had covered a
variety of subjects and roles but her
passion had been a traditional land use
study of Fort McKay – mainly prompted
by industry moving in to mine the area’s
rich oilsand deposits. “She was concerned that our history would be lost...
like we had never existed,” says Ganter.
“She wanted people, especially children,
to know about the medicinal plants, the
folklore and the cultural traditions. She
would often take the kids on picnics into
the area just so she could show them.”
Bertha Ganter was particularly keen on
seeing the growing oilsand extraction
industry learn more about the special
value of the land before it was disturbed.
She decided to invite corporations such
as Shell, Syncrude, Suncor and Canadian Natural Resources Limited (CNRL)
to visit the land along with Fort McKay
elders. She was clearly worried about the
changes she saw coming.
Before she died, Bertha Ganter was
quoted in an Earth Island Journal article
as saying, “When all the mineable ore
has been extracted, the McKay peoples
will still be there. They have survived
off these lands for thousands of years
and they want the lands protected and
maintained.”
Collaborating with the Industrial Relations Corporation (IRC), a liaison agency
between the community and industry,
Bertha was in the perfect position to
pursue her passion for environmental enlightenment. Today, her daughter Brenda
is continuing in her footsteps with an
expanded land use study.
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Working through the IRC, where her
mother was one of its ﬁrst employees,
Brenda coordinates land-use camps that
offer corporate VIPs and researchers a
chance to learn about Aboriginal use of
the land.
Every year Ganter’s land-use camps
bring together local elders and the reclamation ofﬁcers of major oil extraction
companies to discuss what the environment looks like and what relationships
need to be maintained for traditional
uses of the ﬂora and fauna of the region.
According to Brenda Ganter, the IRC
land-use camps involve substantial
documentation of the knowledge uttered by elders on the ﬁeld trips. Ganter
uses voice recorders, video recorders,
still photographs and a Global Positioning System (GPS) to map out a cache
of information that is then entered into
a database. “Some days, I take 200
photographs and some video...and I plot
everything with GPS,” Brenda Ganter
says, adding with a chuckle, “The elders
don’t need GPS, though.”
Ganter, who works as power engineer for
Syncrude, says the camps have helped
industry become, as she puts it, “good
neighbours.” “Some camps are a week
long which allows for some unique experiences like dancing under the stars or
learning how to prepare an animal hide,”
says Ganter. But mostly, it is the value of
the land that is stressed, from rare medicinal plants to protected bird species.
“The camps have taught me that one
person can make a difference...my
mother did that,” Ganter says. In fact,
when Bertha died, a senior Shell manager utilized the company jet to ﬂy in
and pick up Shell staff so that they could
attend her funeral.
Through Bertha Ganter’s respect for the
land, she had, in turn, earned the deep
respect of others. Her legacy will live on
through her daughter’s walks on the wild
side.

Development Council of Canada

Coming Full Circle:
Manitoba Hydro’s Youth Program
For the past four years, the same ten
young Aboriginal girls have been meeting
for a week-long summer camp but, unlike
other camps, these girls haven’t spent all
day canoeing or swimming. Instead, they
have been busy constructing mock generating stations, ﬁring hand-crafted rockets,
participating in a robotics competition,
building dams and designing a three-dimensional house.

egy had to be taken to another level to
increase representation again.

As a result, these summer campers are
seriously considering science and technology careers, thanks to the exposure given
to them by Manitoba Hydro’s Building the
Circle summer career exploration camp.

Although Manitoba Hydro began experiencing signiﬁcant successes in
the employment of Aboriginal people,
representation of female Aboriginal employees remained low. And that’s where
its unique recruitment strategy came in.
“It’s a visionary thing,” says Richard. “The
more we teach, the more it takes on a life
of its own. And the program has had a
huge impact on the girls’ lives that went
way beyond what we initially expected,”
he says.

“Up until this program, most of the girls
wanted to be teachers, nurses or social
workers,” says Ron Richard, Manitoba
Hydro’s Senior Aboriginal Employment
Relations Advisor. “Those are honourable
careers but, by the end of the camp, all
of the girls wanted to be in science and
technology.”
That’s important news, for several reasons. For starters, women, in general, are
grossly under-represented in the technology ﬁelds and Aboriginal women are even
a greater rarity. Likewise, with the retirement of millions of baby boomers, Canada
is going to need as many resources as
possible to ﬁll the impending shortfall of
skilled technological workers.
Looking ahead, Manitoba Hydro knew
of an untapped, hidden resource full of
talent, intelligence and promise – the
province’s Aboriginal youth. However, it
hadn’t always seen it that way. During the
1980’s, less than one per cent of Manitoba Hydro’s workforce was comprised of
Aboriginal employees. Generally, Aboriginal employees were under-represented in
most occupational groups, concentrated
in entry-level and lower skilled positions,
excluded from numerous job families,
ranked low in seniority and terminated at
a rate disproportional to non-Aboriginal
employees.
To its credit, Manitoba Hydro has worked
hard at overcoming the barriers that
Aboriginal people face in employment,
advancement and retention. As a result,
Aboriginal representation rose to approximately six per cent by the mid-1990’s,
after which it reached a plateau. In the
year 2000, Manitoba Hydro decided that
its Aboriginal employment equity strat-

“There were numerous long standing
employment practices that stood in the
way of fully accessing the talent within
Aboriginal communities,” says Richard.
“To address this, we formed a joint committee that was charged with removing
the systemic barriers.”

Last September, the ten campers were
brought back together for their “graduation.” It was an event marked by touching testimonials and shared tears. “They
made people cry...I got misty myself,”
says Richard. “We had to limit seating at
the graduation because so many people
wanted to come,” adds Richard. “The
ripple effect was fantastic.”

The girls at this camp
haven’t spent all day
canoeing or swimming.
Instead, they have been
busy constructing mock
generating stations and
ﬁring hand-crafted rockets.

For the girls, now more like a sisterhood,
the experience had radically altered their
future goals and career aspirations but,
more importantly, it had changed the way
they viewed themselves. As one parent observed, “I think she realized she is
worth something.”
Another unexpected outcome of the
camp was the effect on the staff who were
involved in developing and implementing
the camp model. As Manitoba Hydro
employees researched best practices with
respect to youth programming, Aboriginal
employment initiatives and partnerships,
they were then able to apply that learning
to their human resource practice.
Ironically, the camp’s values of mentorship, knowledge transference and inclusion had come full circle.
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Almost 51 per cent of Canadians
are female. Of all employed
women in Canada, 86 per cent
work in the service industry.
Women continue to account for
only about one in ﬁve workers
employed in professional
positions in the natural sciences,
mathematics, and engineering.
The participation of Aboriginal
women in the natural sciences,
mathematics and engineering is
signiﬁcantly lower than that of
other Canadian women.

On Aboriginal Inclusion

Proﬁles From the Council’s Partnerships
Andrew Southward and the Path Ahead
Tragedy and adversity had taken an unexpected toll on Andrew Southward’s life
– until his own desire to succeed and an
innovative program merged together to
create a new road ahead.

From homelessness to network systems
administrator: Andrew Southward

“Good and bad can
happen to anyone but it’s
what you do with it that
determines what kind of
person you are.”

TeKnoWave
Concept: A program to educate
Aboriginal professionals in
Information Technology.
Base: Willis College, Ottawa.
Other Partners: Willis College
of Business & Technology;
University of Winnipeg;
Aboriginal Workforce
Participating Initiative;
G.R.E.A.T.; OSWE:GE Inc.;
Donna Cona; Mohawk Internet
Technologies; Earth Restoration
Corps; Volunteer Canada;
GPEKS Constructions Inc.;
Rogue Data Corporation.
Year Launched: 2002
Goal: 1,000 Aboriginal IT
professionals.
Number of Graduates: 9

Today, Southward is a systems administrator for Nova-Networks in Ottawa. It’s
a lucrative, fast-paced job that offers the
potential for a secure future of substance.
As a Microsoft certiﬁed systems administrator, Southward’s job is to maintain
a large network for the Canadian Nurses
Association and its related agency, Assessment Strategies Inc.
Nowadays, Southward is a young,
dynamic, professional – building a successful, technology-based career – but, in
actuality, his success story began a few
years ago, at a low point in his life, when
he found himself homeless.
“Good and bad can happen to anyone
but it’s what you do with it that determines what kind of person you are,”
Southward says of the circumstances
that contributed to him being homeless.
“You can’t throw in the towel and say
poor me.”
A few years earlier, Southward had been
forced to resign from university classes
– returning home to help care for his
ill mother. Sadly, within an 11 month
period, not only had his mother died but
his father as well. Southward eventually
found himself living in a shack with no
heat behind the back of an Ottawa building. Then, he received a week’s notice
to vacate the shack. “Things couldn’t be
worse...but I already decided then that I
wanted to do something with my life,” he
says.
After writing equivalency and aptitude
tests for the TeKnoWave program, he
was selected for a one year information
technology course – a course that would
allow him to graduate with his Microsoft
certiﬁcation. “It was a great program...

with really good teachers who really
cared,” says Southward. “They taught
me as much as they could and prepared
me as much as they could.”
TeKnoWave Inc., headquartered in Ottawa, is a non-proﬁt corporation that
oversees the delivery of IT, business and
sustainable energy training programs for
Aboriginal youth.
By creating essential technical and managerial capacity within the First Nation,
Inuit, and Métis populations, the program hopes to create employment and
entrepreneurial opportunities and build
Aboriginal self-reliance.
In 2004, Southward graduated from
TeKnoWave, but not without escaping
the irony of his new future. Laughingly,
he says he once vowed he would never
go into information technology because
computers were for “nerds.” He changed
his mind once he was accepted into the
program and now he anticipates a future
that will one day allow him to become a
network engineer.
It’s a vision that’s come a long way from
being evicted from an unheated shack
behind a building but Southward says
that, despite being homeless, he was
determined to accept the opportunity
that the TeKnoWave program offered
him. “With a total monthly income of
$500, getting an apartment was out of
the question...I didn’t want to give up the
course so I couch-surfed at friends and
stayed in hostels,” he says. In the end, it
was worth it. With a little help from his
friends and teachers and a fair measure
of personal sacriﬁce and determination,
the road ahead for Andrew Southward
appears to be paved with gold.

Information: www.teknowave.ca
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Proﬁles of Success From Guiding Circles
The Strength of Gifts: Shirley Kelly
Shirley Kelly’s 19-year-old son, Jesse,
is much like others his age. He loves
classic rock and the Toronto Maple Leafs,
works out at the gym, volunteers at a
“soup kitchen” and holds down a day job
with Norcom Telecommunications as an
administrative clerk. Jesse is also autistic – but thanks to his mother’s belief in
his “strengths” and the support of his local community – Jesse is able to accomplish much more than some his age.
Yet thanks to his mother’s belief in his
native strength and the support of his
local community, Jesse is able to accomplish much more than most autistic
children his age.
“If you ask someone what their strength
is, they often don’t know,” says Shirley
Kelly, program supervisor at the Shooniyaa Wa-Biitong Training and Employment
Centre in Kenora, Ontario. “You need to
talk to them, to bring it out...you need to
get them to tell their story,” she says.
To help Jesse tell his story to the outside
world and to ﬁnd his strengths, Kelly
turned to the Guiding Circles program
(www.guidingcircles.com) – a self-exploration package that combines traditional
Aboriginal teachings with contemporary
career exercises.
Having used the program in previous
training workshops, she decided it would
be the perfect tool to help her own son
ﬁnd employment and understanding in
the workplace.
“The Guiding Circle approach is a nonintrusive approach...it brings insight into
gifts, talent or aptitudes,” says Kelly. “In
Jesse’s case, one of his personal gifts is
his memory.”
As it turned out, that’s a gift that allows
Jesse to meet his everyday work responsibilities of ﬁling account information,
data entry and maintaining supplies and
inventory. “Once we identiﬁed Jesse’s
strengths, the next step was to ‘expand
the circle’ to include the community and
the employer,” Kelly says. “So we talked
to others about Jesse, explaining that he
needs structure and guidance and we

set-up a relationship with the employer.”
That was more than a year ago. Today,
Jesse is thriving with the support he has
received from others. He has a work
mentor, a ﬁtness friend and he’s enrolled
in a literacy program. His next big goal is
to get his driver’s license.
Expanding the circle even further at a local job fair, Kelly also developed a unique
activity to help other young people evaluate their career choices. “We wanted to
offer an interactive booth at the fair...
instead of just offering brochures or
pamphlets,” she says.
To create a hands-on approach, Kelly
devised a series of different colored
sticky notes that booth visitors could ﬁll
in and stick on a giant career circle. The
circle was sectioned into a variety of
topic areas such as interests and work
connections.
“The kids would ﬁll out something like
“I like guitar playing” or “my uncle is a
police ofﬁcer” and then place them in the
appropriate area,” Kelly says. “It helped
them to think about how all this connects
in the career circle.”
Ultimately, the giant career circle got
everyone talking about their individual
stories and how that might affect their career options. As Kelly has demonstrated,
young people need to ﬁnd their strengths
and then highlight them to others. “Not
a lot of people want to listen to others...
but that is the only way to hear what their
story is,” explains Kelly.

Shirley Kelly, Program Supervisor at
the Shooniyaa Wa-Biitong Training and
Employment Centre, Kenora, Ontario

The Guiding Circles
approach brings insight
into gifts, talent or
aptitudes. In Jesse’s case
one of his personal gifts is
his memory.

“Sometimes, you even gotta brag a
little.”

To learn more about Guiding Circles
please visit www.guidingcircles.com,
or contact Trina Maher, Director Skills
& Learning, Aboriginal Human Resource
Development Council of Canada at
1-866-711-5091.
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Jesse Kelly with tutor

Proﬁles of Success From the Aboriginal Inclusion
Network – inclusionnetwork.ca
Rewarding Relationships: Blaine Knott and the CIBC
Blaine Knott may have graduated with a
degree in native studies from the University of Alberta but he ended up ﬁnding
the perfect job in the world of ﬁnance.
“It’s exactly the job I wanted...it just
never occurred to me that it would be
in a bank,” says Knott, the new Western
Regional Manager of Aboriginal Banking
for the CIBC.
Knott says he is thankful he decided to
do a job search using the Aboriginal Inclusion Network, an online Aboriginal job
board, which the CIBC has subscribed to
for the past two and half years.

Blaine Knott, Aboriginal Specialist,
Western Region, CIBC

“The Aboriginal Inclusion Network is an
important component of CIBC’s diversity
outreach strategy,” says Miguel Aguayo,
a senior human resources consultant
with CIBC.
“CIBC can credit several hires made from
applications received through the Inclusion Network. Our latest success was our
fortunate ﬁnd of Blaine Knott.” Aguayo
adds, “No other job board, serving the
Aboriginal community, makes a direct
connection between employers, employment resource centres, academic institutions and, more importantly, Aboriginal
job seekers.”
Knott agrees, saying he used many job
search sites. “The Inclusion Network site
seemed to be the only one that produced

any results,” he said. Knott says his job is
mostly about building relationships and
connections. “That is the most important
thing – building connections – and the
Inclusion Network does exactly that,” he
says. “It builds connections between job
seekers and employers.”
Launched in 2003, the Inclusion Network’s Aboriginal job board has evolved
from a membership-driven business
model to a per-posting purchasing model, with discounts for increased numbers
of postings, enabling more ﬂexibility for
employers. Under this new structure
there has been an increase of new ﬁrsttime employers using the system. Larger
national employers are now able to post
jobs in French, and job seekers can now
respond in French, using the bilingual
site.
A recent partnership between AHRDCC
and Brainhunter’s Global Talent Network
has allowed the site to evolve into an
improved ‘second generation’ job board.
With advanced technology, expanded
reach, plus online and phone-based
support, the improved Inclusion Network
offers an impressive array of features to
its clients.
To learn more visit
www.inclusionnetwork.ca.

The Mkwa Opportunity Circle: continued from page 3
“Once you bring the focus on why things
have occurred, it makes people more
likely to see a solution.”
While there are many historic or systemic
challenges to be faced, helping to create
a sense a pride and conﬁdence is key to
building a foundation of trust and, as Davidson points out, cross-cultural dialogue
is necessary to eliminate racism.
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“Many people are unaware that only a
generation ago, Aboriginal children were
removed from their families and forced
into residential schools to be raised by
strangers,” says Davidson. “The sad reality is the remnants of this history are still
visible in Aboriginal communities and in
our cities,” he says.
Now, that is a history worth talking about.

Development Council of Canada

The Council Responds to Canada’s
Call for Skilled Trades Workers
As Canada heads into a long-term
shortage of skilled tradespeople, a new
initiative is poised to address this shortage with a dynamic, trained Aboriginal
workforce.

• leverage resources with national industry sector councils such as petroleum,
mining, construction and transportation through career awareness, labour
market products, tools and services

In November 2005, the Aboriginal Human Resource Development Council of
Canada (AHRDCC) expanded its focus to
embark on an exciting three-year initiative that will open a gateway of opportunity for Aboriginal people in the trades
and apprenticeship sector.

• develop partnerships with colleges and
seek effective ways to provide relevant
training for Aboriginal people

This initiative will facilitate the collaboration of efforts to help employers train,
recruit and retain Aboriginal trades and
apprenticeship workers. The project
will also create, strengthen and leverage partnerships between Aboriginal
employment centres, private sector,
learning institutions and government.

• link regional and national groups and
ideas that will facilitate increased skills
and employment opportunities for Aboriginal people in trades and apprenticeship.

With a clear mandate, members of the
council’s trades and apprenticeship project team will create opportunities to:

• assemble new labour market research
and data speciﬁc to trades and apprenticeship

To date, the project has received very
positive support from public, private and
Aboriginal stakeholders across Canada.
The trades and apprenticeship project is
administered by the council and funded
through a $2.9 million contribution from
the Human Resources and Social Development Canada sector program.

Members of the AHRDCC’s trades and apprenticeship
team (L-R): Victoria LaBillois (eastern trades
liaison), Peggy Berndt (manager, communications
and marketing), Colleen Ostlund (administrative
coordinator), Sandra Stevens (national director),
David Lindley (western trades liaison)

Workforce Connex
Building Strong Private-Sector & Aboriginal Partnerships
In April 2006, the council launched a national series of forums called Workforce
Connex. The series, orchestrated by the
trades and apprenticeship team, links
private sector and Aboriginal employment partners to help resolve barriers
and open potential for the private sector
to effectively train, recruit and retain an
Aboriginal workforce.
Delegates will discuss Canada’s critical shortage of skilled workers from a
regional workforce supply and demand
perspective. Through open conversation, participants will determine how
the talent of Aboriginal people can
be utilized in a win-win solution to ﬁll
emerging job opportunities in industry
sectors such as construction, petroleum,
forestry, mining and transportation.
Partnership connections made at each
forum will ultimately translate into jobs
for Aboriginal people and expanded
business opportunities for employers.

president and CEO of the Aboriginal Human Resource Development Council of
Canada.
“Aboriginal people are the nation’s fastest growing and largely untapped human
resource...better use of their talent will
solve many of Canada’s skill shortages.”
So far, more than 275 participants
representing private sector, Aboriginal
employment centres and government
have attended forums held in Thunder
Bay, London and Vancouver. Upcoming forums are planned for Nova Scotia,
Labrador, Quebec and Alberta.
Funded by Human Resources and Social
Development Canada Workforce Partnership Directorate, the outcomes of each
forum will be integrated into a national
private sector/Aboriginal partnership
strategy. To ﬁnd out more about upcoming Workforce Connex forums, go to:
www.workforceconnex.com.

“We are experiencing an Aboriginal baby
boom in Canada,” said Kelly Lendsay,
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At the launch of the Workforce Connex series
in Thunder Bay, private sector and Aboriginal
community participants began the process to build
strong regional employment partnerships and
opportunities during roundtable discussions.

Kelly Lendsay, President/CEO of AHRDCC and
Gail Murray, RBC Manager of Aboriginal Banking,
BC/Yukon, welcome Honourable Tom Christensen,
Minister of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation
Government of B.C. to the Vancouver forum
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Upcoming Events
Workforce Connex Forums:
Building Strong Aboriginal & Private Sector
Partnerships
Labrador
June 19, 2006
Aurora Hotel
Happy Valley Goose Bay
Nova Scotia
June 28 -29, 2006
Membertou Trade & Convention Centre
50 Maillard Street
Membertou, Nova Scotia
Quebec Fall 2006
Alberta Fall 2006
For more information on the Workforce
Connex national forum series go to
www.workforceconnex.com.

Call for Papers, National Aboriginal
Human Resource Conference
The council is inviting individuals or
groups to submit proposals for presentations and workshops that focus
on innovative strategies and best case
solutions for the recruitment, retention
and advancement of an Aboriginal
workforce.
To access the “Call for Papers” please
visit www.ahrdcc.com.

Eastern Canada Trades Symposium
Membertou, N.S., November 14, 15 and 16, 2006
The Eastern Canada Trades Symposium will provide a follow-up to the 2004
Western Canada Symposium on Aboriginal People in Trades - Capture the
Future. The Western Symposium, held in Saskatoon, brought together over
140 delegates from across Canada to discuss strategies and policies leading to
increased participation of Aboriginal people in the trades.
Due to the increased emphasis on the need for skilled trade and apprenticeship
workers across Canada, and the movement forward for Aboriginal people in this
sector, this year’s event is expected to draw more participants to Membertou,
Nova Scotia on November 14, 15 and 16, 2006.
Don’t miss the opportunity to move outcomes from the Workforce Connex series toward the vision of a national Aboriginal trades strategy.
In the coming months watch the AHRDCC’s website (www.ahrdcc.com) for
more details about the Eastern Canada Trades Symposium. To ensure you receive more information about upcoming trades and apprenticeship events, contact Colleen Ostlund (colleen.ostlund@ahrdcc.com) and request to be included
on the mailing list.

National Aboriginal Human Resource Conference,
Ottawa ON, December 12 and 13, 2006
The AHRDCC will be hosting the First National Aboriginal Human Resource Conference in conjunction with the widely recognized National Champions’ Meeting and
Reception. The conference brings together Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal delegates from the private, public and educational sectors to expand their understanding of Aboriginal human resource issues and the Aboriginal labour market.
The conference is to be held on December 13, 2006 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in
Ottawa. There will be two pre-conference workshops on December 12, 2006 with
delegates being invited to attend the Council’s 8th Annual Champions’ reception
that evening.
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